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Tomasz Tarczyński is very famous all over the world as a breeder and as a judge.

His farm’s name is Grobow Nad Pilika Stud and has a long tradition in breeding. 

His passion for Arabian horses was born when he was a child and today is still 

representing  important part of his life.

The farm is located just 1 hour and half from Warsaw and it is logistacally very interesting.

Not everybody knows that Tomasz was one of the first Polish breeders who imported 

breeding mares leading them to the international success.
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Tomasz loves to travel and spend his time with Arabian 

horses.

I personally remember of Tomasz watching pedigree and 

studing horses, many times. 

Becoming one of the most important and young judges was 

just a matter of time.

Tomasz has a lovely family that represents the key of his success. 

All the family works for their horses well-being helping him to 

build his success as a breeder.
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Doris Magnifique 
(Magic Magnifique x Doris D)
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Wiola splenDiDa 
(ajMan Moniscione x Wiola)

In his farm you can admire a great collection 

of broodmares such as broodmares like 

Ekstern’s daughters and some of the best Polish 

broodmares,  many great foals out of the most 

important and modern stallions and  many 

young promising Arabians.



Zantafee 
(eMeralD j x Zafirea by ajMan Moniscione)

priMaDonna (paDrons psycHe x pelargonia) 

in aHWaZ, iran WitH renata sHibler anD irina stigler
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Tomasz is always very critical of his horses and he often 

understimates the level of his farm. This is just because he aims 

to the highest level in breeding. 

What we can suggest you is a visit at his farm on the occasion 

of one of the many important shows that are held in Poland 

every year. Wish you to enjoy the atmosphere at Grabow Nad 

Pilika Stud! q



in al kHaleDiaH WitH ann norDen, elisabetH cHat, tony van 
Den auvera

in iran WitH nils isMer, Hossein MoHaMMaDineek, araM 
aZarMibejanD

Daisy ff (Da vinci fM x ap sHeeZ sassy)

in Dubai 2017

at rabab, egypt WitH karen Mcrea, joanna MaxWell, tony 
van Den auvera, ali sHaraaWi anD Daniel souppat
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